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Abstract. To treat bone fractures, implant manufacturers produce 2D
anatomically contoured plates. Unfortunately, existing plates only fit a
limited segment of the population and/or require manual bending during
surgery. Patient-specific implants would provide major benefits such as
reducing surgery time and improving treatment outcomes but they are
still rare in clinical practice. In this work, we propose a patient-specific
design for the long helical 2D PHILOS (Proximal Humeral Internal Lock-
ing System) plate, used to treat humerus shaft fractures. Our method
automatically creates a custom plate from a CT scan of a patient’s bone.
We start by designing an optimal plate on a template bone and, with
an anatomy-aware registration method, we transfer this optimal design
to any bone. In addition, for an arbitrary bone, our method assesses if a
given plate is fit for surgery by automatically positioning it on the bone.
We use this process to generate a compact set of plate shapes capable of
fitting the bones within a given population. This plate set can be pre-
printed in advance and readily available, removing the fabrication time
between the fracture occurrence and the surgery. Extensive experiments
on ex-vivo arms and 3D-printed bones show that the generated plate
shapes (personalized and plate-set) faithfully match the individual bone
anatomy and are suitable for clinical practice.
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1 Introduction

Bone shapes vary significantly across the world’s population [1], making the
design of personalized medical plates for repairing fractures challenging. Yet
patient-specific implants would provide major benefits for surgeons and patients:
surgery time would be reduced and treatment outcomes improved. While some
plates are malleable enough to be contoured during surgery to improve overall
fitness, these are more prone to fatigue failure when compared to rigid pre-
contoured plates. But anatomically pre-contoured plates only fit a subset of the
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population [2–4], causing malalignment at the fracture site [5]. Even with the
extra contouring step during the surgery, the plates do not fit all bone shapes [6].

Our work contributes several key steps to create personalized plates: (i) we
first design an optimal PHILOS 3D plate shape for the humerus bone, fulfilling
the clinical constraints given by a senior surgeon; (ii) we propose an anatomy-
aware transfer of the plate shape into any new bone, resulting in a personalized
plate shape; (iii) we propose a method to position an arbitrary plate on an ar-
bitrary bone according to clinical constraints, allowing surgical compatibility to
be evaluated; (iv) we leverage the compatibility assessment to obtain a compact
set of plates that accommodates a given population of bones; (v) we validate
our methodology with extensive experiments on ex-vivo and 3D-printed bones,
demonstrating the relevance of the designed personalized plate shapes for the
clinical setting; (vi) we make available for research purposes the humerus and
plate 3D models, as well as the plate extraction and fitting code†.

The creation of surgical plates consists of several tasks, which have been par-
tially addressed by the existing state of the art. In Tab. 1 of Sup. Mat. we provide
a schematic comparison of how our approach goes beyond existing methods.

Most methods start with a base plate or template that is designed for a
specific bone surgery (tibia, humerus, clavicle, etc.) [2, 4, 6–13]. One important
step is how to position a given plate on a given bone. Existing approaches are
either manual, semi-automatic [2, 3, 7, 11], or fully automatic [4, 9, 10, 12, 14].
Our fully automatic positioning strategy differs from the state of the art as
it considers the surrounding anatomy; i.e. to minimize the risk of radial nerve
damage, the plate is twisted around the bone so that the proximal end is fixed
on the lateral side of the humeral head, and the distal end of the plate to the
ventral surface of the humerus [15,16].

Once the plate is positioned, one needs to evaluate if the plate can be used
in surgery. Some works compute plate-to-bone metrics [2, 6, 13, 17], but do not
propose a binary decision criterion stating whether the plate is valid for surgery
or not. We argue that this binary decision, also provided by existing works [3,4,
7–9, 11, 12, 14], is important, as aggregate distance numbers can be misleading;
e.g. one part of the plate could have a perfect fit but another part could make
the plate not suitable for surgery. In our work, we define a three section-based
criterion that takes into account the two plate-to-bone fixation regions and the
middle plate section that transitions from one fixation region to the other. In
addition, we perform a case study evaluation with an expert surgeon, in which
the validity of the numerical criterion is confirmed.

Once the plate is positioned on a bone, and the fit evaluated, one can further
consider the question of how to deform the plate to fulfill the fit criterion. For
instance, [6] aims to develop a plate shape to reduce in-situ plate manipulation.
They approximate the plate and target bone surfaces by planar sections and
measure the bending necessary for each section of the plate to fit the bone
surface. In contrast, our approach is similar to the one of [3], in which the plate
shape is not deformed after evaluating the fit, but rather directly extracted from

† https://humerusplate.is.tue.mpg.de
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the shape of an individual bone. We propose a plate transfer strategy that takes
into account the matching of anatomic regions. One advantage over existing
methods is that our approach simultaneously ensures both: (i) a personalized
plate shape matching the bone’s shape and (ii) its proper placement.

Prior work proposes a set of plate shapes that, together, can accommodate
a range of patients [8, 9]. This set is created by manually modifying an original
plate to improve its plate-to-bone distance. We propose an automatic approach
in which we first create many plates, and then, with a greedy algorithm, select
the plate set that accommodates the most bones.

2 Method

Dataset. To create and evaluate our plate designs, we use a dataset consisting
of 97 3D meshes of humerus bones, divided into two groups (A and B). Group
A has 54 bones scanned with a FARO laser scanner (25 females and 29 males,
50% Black and 50% White, age range 17 and 45). Group B has 43 Computed
Tomography (CT) scans of bones from autotomized body donors. The CT vol-
umes were segmented and cleaned to reconstruct a mesh of the bone. Left-side
humerus scans were mirrored along the z-axis to work with right-side humeri
only.

Plate design. Given a bone, our goal is to automatically generate an optimal
plate shape and determine its position on the bone. The optimality of our plate
design is defined by an experienced surgeon, who established fixation points, ar-
eas to avoid, and plate-to-bone distance tolerances. These choices were validated
by a second expert surgeon. A plate fulfilling these constraints on a bone is con-
sidered optimal for surgery. To obtain the plate design we 3D printed 7 bone
meshes from our dataset with diverse shapes and asked the surgeon to annotate
each bone with a marker. The surgeon indicated the bone areas that should be
in contact with an ideal plate and the areas to be avoided (Fig. 1 left). From
these annotations, we designed an ideal plate mesh PT contoured to a humerus

Fig. 1: Left: surgeon annotations showing where the plate should be positioned
and areas to be avoided. Middle: the designed plate on the template bone. Right:
Plate-on-bone fit criteria. Colors show the vertices defined as the fixation area
on the plate (Blue: Ph; Red: Ps) and on the bone (Pale blue: Bh; Pale red: Bs).
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Fig. 2: Left: Registered bone Bi (green) and superposition to the input scan Si

(pink). Right: Registrations Bi to multiple scans. Despite the different individual
bends and twists of each bone, the colored anatomic regions are consistent.

template bone mesh T (Fig. 1 middle). This plate has similar dimensions as the
actual INTEOS PROXIMAL HUMERAL PLATE 3.5. Following the surgeon’s
advise, the plate should not be in contact with the bone at the bone neck level,
hence, an offset was added in this region. The fit criteria between a plate and a
bone was defined such that the distance between them should not exceed 2mm
at the fixation points, located at the head Ph and the shaft Ps, and should be
less than 5mm in the other regions, with the exception of the plate neck, which
must not be in direct contact with the bone (Fig. 1 right).

Bone registration for optimal plate transfer. Once the optimal plate is defined
on the template bone, the goal is to register any new bone to the template,
by preserving the relevant anatomic regions for the plate fixation. To do so, we
adapt the registration technique designed for vertebrae [18] to the humerus.

We first register each bone of set A by optimizing their Eq. 1, 2 and 3
from [18]. Given these initial registrations we build a statistical shape model
using principal component analysis (PCA). This model is parameterized with
the shape vector β, and constructs a bone mesh T(β): an array of size Nb × 3
containing the mesh vertex positions. Second, we register the whole dataset using
the learned bone shape model by minimizing

E(β, t, r,F;S) = Ep2m(S, r · (T(β) + F) + t) + λβ||β||2 + λL∆(T(β)) · F (1)

where S denotes the scanned bone mesh, t and r are, respectively, the 3D rigid
translation and rotation applied to the bone mesh vertices, and F is a 3D per-
vertex offset applied to each mesh vertex. Ep2m(S, .) is the point-to-triangle
distance between the scan vertices and the mesh triangles. The function ∆(T)
is the mesh Laplacian operator, which is used to regularize the offsets F. We
minimize Eq. (1) in three successive steps: with respect to (t, r), β, and F. For
each scan Si we obtain its corresponding bone registration B′

i = T(β) + F.
Due to the elongated shape of the humeri and their axial rotation similarity,

the registrations B′
i can contain sliding, i.e. the same vertex does not correspond

precisely to the same anatomic location on two different bones. To correct this,
we perform a second pass of registration using smooth shells [19] to deform the
initial template T to the surface of B′

i and we obtain the final bone registrations
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Bi matching the scan Si (see Fig. 2 left). Note that smooth shells [19] can not
directly register T to the scans Si, and the intermediate meshes B′

i are required.
To validate the bone correspondences we define anatomic regions on the bone

template T, and transfer them to all registrations Bi on a per-vertex index basis.
Fig. 2 shows that the annotated anatomic parts are faithfully preserved.

Plate extraction. As the registration process preserves anatomic regions, given
a bone registration Bi, we can extract a new optimal plate Pi. For each vertex
of the designed plate PT we compute its offset to the template bone T. By
applying these offsets to the new bone Bi, we obtain the personalized plate Pi.

Positioning a plate on a bone. Now that we can create personalized plates, we
want to study if a created plate can be used for surgery on another bone. For that,
given an arbitrary plate Pi and bone registration Bj , we need to position the
plate and determine if it fits. We automate the plate positioning by minimizing
the distance between the plate and bone fixation points. We start by computing
an initial 3D rigid transformation r0, t0 by optimizing Eq. 2 in Sup. Mat. and
then obtaining the final positioning rf , tf by optimizing Eq. 3 in Sup. Mat.

These equations enforce the fixation areas of the plate Pi
h to match Bj

h and Pi
s

to match Bj
s (see Fig. 1 right), while avoiding plate-to-bone inter-penetrations.

Once the plate is positioned on the bone, we evaluate the binary fit criteria (see
Fig. 1 right) to conclude whether the plate shape is fit for surgery or not.

Plate shapes set. A single plate design can not accommodate the whole popu-
lation due to its morphological variance [1]. Thus we propose to build a set of
plate shapes with a greedy algorithm. The algorithm is summarized in pseudo-
code in Alg. 1 of Sup. Mat. Given a bone dataset, we start by creating as many
personalized plates as bones. Then, for each plate we use the previous optimiza-
tion to determine how many bones it accommodates, i.e how well a plate shape
generalizes to different bones. We then select the plate that fits most bones and
remove the plate and the fitted bones from the current sets. We iterate until no
bones are left. The result is an ordered plate-set that accommodates the input
bone dataset.

3 Experiments

3.1 Numerical evaluations

Bone registration accuracy. We validate that our registrations Bi accurately
match the scans Si by computing the mean distance (MD) between each regis-
tration to the closest vertex in the scan. We obtain a MD of 0.08 mm (std=0.04)
for group A, and a MD of 0.27 mm (std=0.55) for group B. For both sets, the
registered bones match the scans with sub-millimeter accuracy. In addition, all
distances are less than 1mm on the surface where the plate is positioned (Fig. 3
left).
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Fig. 3: Left: Per vertex max distance between the registrations Bi and scans S
for bone set A (left) and B (right). Blue (0 mm) to red (1 mm). Max distances
are higher for bone set B because of their lower scan quality (segmentation
artifacts). Middle: Accommodation percentage as a function of the number of
plates. Right: Plate-to-bone distance for three plates: surgeon’s hand bent, best
from the plate set, and custom plate. Blue (0mm) to red (5mm or more).

Plate set coverage.One application of our design is that it can generate a plate set
that could be preprinted in the hospital and be readily available for immediate
use. Using our greedy algorithm on our bone dataset, a set PN=5

S made of the first
5 plates accommodates already 51.04% of the bones and PN=10

S accommodates
73.96% (Fig. 3 middle). In Sec. 4 we discuss how this coverage could be improved.

3.2 Ex-vivo evaluations

Comparison with state-of-the-art plates. We CT-scanned an isolated bone (not
included in the original dataset) and asked a surgeon to manually contour a
state-of-the-art plate, as done in clinical practice. We compare it to the custom
plate PC and the best set plate PS by computing the plate-to-bone distances
(Fig. 3 right). The proposed plates are clearly closer to the bone than the hand-
contoured plate. This proximity is known to be beneficial for bone recovery [20].
While PS is less accurate than the custom plate - and shorter, as it was generated
from a shorter bone - the surgeon considered the plate and its placement as
suitable. This experiment reveals the difficulty of closely fitting the bone by
manually bending a plate and the benefit of the proposed design.

Ex-vivo surgery. We performed an ex-vivo experiment on a cadaveric arm, mim-
icking an actual minimally-invasive surgical operation setting. One goal was to
test whether the designed 3D plates can be properly inserted along the bone un-
der the muscles. We CT-scanned 3 cadaveric arms (not included in the original
dataset), reconstructed the bone scans and registered them to obtain B1, B2

and B3. For each bone we generated and 3D printed their custom plate P1,2,3
C

and the best fitting set plate P1,2,3
S . The plates were drilled and coated with

metallic paint to be visible on the CT scan. During the experiment, the plates
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Fig. 4: Left: Color-coded plate-to-bone distances (blue: 0 mm; red: ≥ 5 mm) for
the set plate and custom plate on bones B1, B2, and B3. Right: Placement of the
3D printed plates PS on the corresponding 3D printed bone: green: algorithm’s
placement; orange: the surgeon’s placement.

were inserted in the cadaver arm, as it would be done in a standard operation,
and fixed to the humerus with screws. For the 3 bones, the surgeon estimated
that the fit of both the custom and set plates was satisfactory. He noted that
the surface roughness of the 3D print and metallic coating was too high, making
the plate hard to slide across the humerus into place.

We CT-scanned each plate screwed to the bone and used the scans to asses
the fit quality. Fig. 4 left shows the plate-to-bone distances for each bone. The
plate P1

C fits closely on the proximal side near the sulcus bicipitalis. For P2
C and

P3
C the fits are not as good as P1

C . This was credited to a handling/alignment
issue raised by the surgeon. Consequently, greater deviation in alignment is seen
on the distal end of the bone on the lateral side. There is also a greater distance
between the ventral part of the plate and the sulcus bicipitalis. The plate is too
lateral on the humerus. In each case, the surgeon found the custom plate better.
The limit in terms of fit was mainly attributed to the operative process rather
than to the plate shape itself. The surgeon was satisfied with the 6 fits and noted
that the 3D-printed plates were less stiff than the commercial plates he usually
uses, making them harder to manipulate.

3.3 Evaluations with 3D-printed bones

To further evaluate our design, we generated 7 bones {Bi}i∈[4;10]. B7 is the mean
bone shape and the 6 others are generated by uniformly sampling the bone PCA
space B (β ∈ {−2, 2}) in the first 3 PCA dimensions. For each bone, we 3D
printed its custom plate, PC , and the best set plate, PS , from the plate-set.

First, we presented pairs of bones and plates to the surgeon and asked
whether they were fit for surgical use. Then, we asked them to position the
plates on the 3D bones to evaluate our positioning strategy. Last, to evaluate
the adequacy of a plate set, we presented one bone to the surgeon and asked
them to choose the best plate from the set.

Ready-for-surgery evaluation. For each bone Bi, the surgeon considered both
plates as candidates and evaluated if their shape was suitable for surgery. The
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surgeon stated that 100% of the plates were fit for surgery and that the custom
plates PC were always clearly better fitting than the plates PS from the set.

Positioning evaluation. To evaluate the plate positioning computed by our al-
gorithm, we compare it to the surgeon’s positioning. We asked the surgeon to
position the set platesPS on each bone, secured them with blue tack and scanned
the whole with a FARO hand scanner. Fig. 4 right shows the overlay of both
positions of the used plate for each bone. For most bones, the placement of the
plate by the surgeon and the algorithm were very similar. The differences can be
explained as there are multiple plate positions that fit. Both placements (orange
and green), even in the most dissimilar case (first bone in Fig. 4 right) were
considered correct by the surgeon.

Choosing from the plate set. Our algorithm iteratively positions the plates Pi
S

from i = 0 to i = N and picks the best-fitting plate, so we asked the surgeon to
perform a similar trial-and-error task to evaluate the relevance of our plate set.

Out of the 7 bones, the surgeon only chose the same plate as our algorithm
for two of them (B7 and B10). For the other cases, the surgeon compared his
selection to the algorithms’ choice and confirmed that both plates were fit for
surgery: different plates with slightly different placements can work for the same
bone. Most interestingly, some plates selected by the surgeon did not fit the bone
according to the strict numeric fit criteria. We discuss this finding in the next
section. The surgeon noted that the plates of our set were always preferred over
the state-of-the-art plates.

4 Conclusions, take-aways and future work

Conclusion. We propose to automatically generate a custom humerus plate that
specifically matches the 3D shape of a bone and specifically meets the require-
ments of a surgeon for minimally invasive surgery. We also generate a set of plate
shapes that accommodates a given bone population. We extensively evaluate our
approach on cadaverous arms and 3D printed bones.

Experimental takeaways. All the proposed plates (individual and set plate)
match the shape of the bones, while the individual ones are considered the best
by the surgeon. Furthermore, our experiments show the importance of evaluat-
ing on 3D-printed bones and ex-vivo arms. With the former, the surgeon can
easily assess the plate-to-bone fit. With the latter, the insertion procedure can
affect the plate placement. Moreover, our results on 3D printed bones argue for a
relaxation of the theoretical fitting constraints: the plate-to-bone distance could
be higher in some areas while still obtaining a proper surgical fit. Loosening the
tolerances would allow more bones to be fit with the same plates and potentially
the number of plates required in the plate set could be further reduced.
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Future work. To reach actual clinical use, two elements need consideration: (i)
the current method takes as input the shape of a healthy bone, whereas patients
have a fracture. One could perform a CT scan of the other arm and generate the
symmetric bone or leverage methods that reconstruct a full bone from partial
observations [21]. (ii) Our work focuses on the geometric design of the plate but
does not consider the physical properties of the plate, such as thickness and
stiffness. Future work should optimize these physical properties for the stresses
that the plate must endure, e.g. using finite element methods.
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